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Abstract. Plasmonic absorption enhancement by metal nanoparticles strongly relies on the local
electric field distributions generated by the nanoparticles. Therefore, we here study random
assemblies of metal nanoparticles as they are widely considered for solar cell application with
scanning near-field optical microscopy. A collective scattering behavior is observed despite a
resolution on the particle size. We find variations in scattering intensity on a length scale several
times larger than in the topography. FDTD (finite difference time domain) simulations show the
impact of irregularities and size variations on the scattering behavior. An understanding of the
plasmonic scattering behavior at the nanometer scale will support the successful application of
nanoparticles for absorption enhancement in thin-film solar cells.

1. Introduction
The application of metallic nanoparticles in thin-film solar cells with the purpose of absorption
enhancement is a topic of high interest. The reason is their specific scattering and enhanced nearfield [1], [2]. Random assemblies of nanoparticles obtained by thermal growth [see e.g. [3]] can easily
be fabricated and the technology is also suitable for up-scaling. These random nanoparticle assemblies
therefore were widely tested in solar cells and enhancement in short circuit current density and overall
device efficiency looked for, see [3], [4], [5] and many more. Related optical effects are most commonly
studied in UV-Vis-measurements on the mm/cm-scale. Optical properties on the scale of the nanoparticle
size, however, are not completely unrevealed up to now. Yet, they have a crucial influence on the local
photogeneration and hence will define the performance of the device. In order to obtain an effective light
management with a net efficiency enhancement from integrated nanostructures, the electric field
distributions on the nanoscale are important to be understood.
We perform these investigations of local electric field distributions on the dense nanoparticle assemblies
often considered for solar cell applications with scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM). SNOM
is a very powerful technique that allows resolutions beyond the classical Abbe limit due to the exploitation
of evanescent fields [6]. This makes it suitable for the investigation of near-field effects from
nanostructures and it has successfully been applied mainly to single [7], dimer [8] and sparsely
distributed nanoparticles [9]. Interactions between nanoparticles were investigated e.g.
by [10], [11], [12] to which we will come back in more detail later. The effects of light scattered from

the nanoparticles interfering with the incident light was investigated in [13] and more generally discussed
in an overview paper on Fano resonances [14].
In this paper we probe the properties of random nanoparticle assemblies with respect to possible
absorption enhancement in solar cells by investigating them with near-field excitation and transmission
measurements. The structures used are nanoparticles on transparent conductive oxide (TCO) since this is a
basic reference for the configuration of particles integrated in the front or back contact of a solar cell. With
near-field excitation we obtain a highly locally resolved optical picture of the nanoparticles’ scattering.
After introducing the nanoparticle assemblies we will show the SNOM measurements, then give
background for the scattering behavior with FDTD (finite-difference time domain) simulations and finally
highlight the expected impact on solar cell performance.

2. Experiment
Scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM) was performed using a commercial AlphaSNOM of
witec brand. The principle schematics are sketched in Figure 1. An Al-coated Si cantilever with a hollow
SiO2 pyramid tip (pyramid tip see Figure 2a)) is attached to a microscope objective of 8x magnification
(not shown). The system uses beam deflection feedback from the cantilever for distance control as it is
well known from AFM (atomic force microscopy). The beam deflection laser as well as the near-field
excitation laser are focused through the top objective onto the cantilever and into the pyramid tip,
respectively. The pyramid shows a nanoscopic opening of approx. 200 nm acting as a near-field aperture
for illumination of the sample, see. Figure 2b). Illumination wavelengths were chosen from 430 – 610 nm
and from 550 – 700 nm using a Fianium supercontinuum free space laser coupled via a monochromator
into single mode optical fibers of the specified ranges. The optical signal was collected in far-field
transmission through a 40x/0.60 collection objective on the bottom. The SNOM signal was recorded
simultaneously with the AFM topography allowing for direct correlations.

Figure 1. Schematics of scanning near-field optical microscope: cantilever used for AFM feed-back and near-field
illumination through opening in pyramid tip. Detection of far-field transmission through microscope objective.

a)

b)

Figure 2. SNOM tip: a) pyramid tip and b) nanoscopic tip opening for light transmission; typical approx. size 200
nm.

The nanoparticle assemblies were prepared by thermal growth: an 18 nm thin Ag film was evaporated
onto a microscope slide and onto a 100 nm thick TCO layer - here a sputtered In2O3:Mo film - on a
microscope slide, respectively. The samples were then annealed at 200 °C for one hour to form
nanoparticles. Figure 3 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) pictures of the nanoparticles on
In2O3:Mo which have an ellipsoidal shape of approximate lateral size of 50 by 75 nm half lengths of the
main axis (estimated from the top view in Figure 3a)) and a height of approx. 60 nm (as deduced from the
70° side view in Figure 3b)). The resonance wavelength of the samples was determined by integrating
sphere measurements using a lambda950 UV-Vis photospectrometer. Transmission, reflection and
absorption are depicted in Figure 4 as solid lines for the nanoparticles on glass and as dashed lines for the
nanoparticles on In2O3:Mo/glass. The resonance position is characterized by a minimum in transmission
resulting from maxima in reflection and absorption. It shifts from 450 nm to 630 nm with the increase of
substrate refractive index n going from glass (n=1.5) to In2O3:Mo (n decreases from 2.2 to 1.9 for the
wavelength range shown).

a)

b)

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscopy picture of Ag nanoparticles obtained by thermal growth on In2O3:Mo; a) top
view, b) 70° side view.

Figure 4. Transmission, reflection and absorption of Ag nanoparticles deposited on glass (solid lines) and on 100 nm
In2O3:Mo on glass (dashed lines).

3. Scanning near-field optical microscopy
Given the range of illumination and the resonance wavelengths of the samples as derived from optical
measurements, the focus of SNOM investigations was for the sample of Ag nanoparticles on
In2O3:Mo/glass in the range from 550 – 700 nm. Figure 5 shows in the left column the topography, in the
right one the simultaneously recorded near-field optical image as a series of wavelength. Drift can be seen
at a closer look to the topography pictures. It could partially be corrected for by adjusting the scanning
area and it is furthermore considered by drawing various shapes to guide the eye to regions of specific
interest. These shapes are repeated at the according locations of the optical pictures. The AFM resolution
clearly resolves the nanoparticles. The resolution stays good throughout the whole series indicating that
there was no major tip change - and related possible change of the opening of the near-field aperture by
picking up material. The intensity range of the SNOM pictures is dropping down for the wavelengths of
550 and 700 nm, which are at the margins of the optical fiber transmission. But the signal is still sufficient
to obtain optical resolution.

Figure 5. Topography and optical signal measured on a sample of Ag nanoparticles on 100 nm In2O3:Mo/glass for
various wavelengths from 550 to 700 nm. Selected particles and assemblies are marked to guide the eye to areas of
specific interest.

The shapes in Figure 5 are drawing attention to selected individual, conjoint and assembled nanoparticles.
The according areas in the optical pictures are marked by various transitions from bright to dark or dark to
bright which we will try to find explanations for. Four major points can be mentioned that will influence
the measured field intensities:
(1) A metal nanoparticle of a given size and shape (and material) has a defined plasmon resonance
frequency. With changing the particle’s size and especially the shape (which in the here considered
method of fabrication by thermal growth often goes along with the size) the resonance frequency will
shift. The trend is a red-shift with increasing size and elongation [15]. Differently sized and shaped
particles will therefore experience their transition through resonance at different wavelengths.
(2) The scattering and the absorption cross section of a plasmonic nanoparticle are several times larger
than its geometric cross section [1]. In the case of Ag this is a factor of approx. 5 which means that a
circularly assumed area with 2.2 times the particle radius is affected by the particle’s absorption and
scattering.
(3) Depending on the particle size, either absorption or scattering will dominate. Generally, smaller
particles show a higher parasitic absorption, whereas big particles are the better scatterers. For Ag
particles with radii above 40 nm scattering has started to dominate absorption and radii over 60 nm are
related to scattering efficiencies above 80% (for spherical particles at air/TCO interface, see [16]). Also
scattering is more efficient on the red side of the resonance whereas the absorption is more prominent in
the blue.
(4) It is not only the light scattered from the nanoparticles that needs to be considered for interpreting the
detected transmission but also the light that passes the sample without interacting with a nanoparticle. The
combination of the two processes will lead to an overlay of simply transmitted and of scattered light and
will result in Fano resonances [13], [14]. In our specific case we can break it down to the main fact that
there may occur a transition from destructive to constructive interference when passing the resonance: For
wavelengths below the resonance the scattered light shows a π phase shift with the incident light and
therefore interferes destructively with the simply transmitted light. At longer wavelengths there will be no
phase shift of the scattered light and thus constructive interference.
With these general descriptions of plasmonic effects in mind we now exemplarily address three
nanoparticle arrangements as visible in Fig. 5:
(i) A single (big) particle dominates (see e.g. the particle marked with a white circle on the top left in the
pictures of Figure 5): In this case mainly the Fano like overlap of scattered and non-scattered light as
described under (4) is expected to dominate. Assuming that the amplitudes are balanced - which appears
justified for this case of isolated particle - a transition from dark to bright when sweeping from 550 nm to
700 nm through the resonance can be explained.
(ii) The uncovered surface between particles dominates (see e.g. the black box depicted on the bottom in
Figure 5): Generally, a high transmission, e.g. a bright signal, is expected from these areas. Yet, when
approaching the resonance wavelength, neighboring particles will strongly absorb light and since the
absorption cross section of a metal nanoparticle may significantly surpass its geometrical cross section (as
outlined in (2)) they also absorb light from uncovered areas. These formerly bright areas therefore turn
dark.
(iii) Mainly smaller particles of different shapes and with varying distances come together: For these
nanoparticles their different resonance wavelengths have to be considered (see (1)), which may be out of
the range investigated in Figure 5. Furthermore, either much light is transmitted if they are sparsely
scattered or strong interactions may dominate if they are closely packed. The higher parasitic absorption

of these smaller nanoparticles compared to bigger ones will lead to a generally darker occurrence in the
blue wavelength, whereas the lower reflection due to smaller coverage area will lead to a higher
transmission in the red wavelengths (see also (3)). The red rectangle on the top right in Figure 5 gives an
example for such an area, see especially the dimers around the bottom right corner.
These three examples illustrate the general behavior of plasmonic metal nanoparticles. The contribution of
different effects that are in addition strongly dependent on particle sizes, shapes and density complicate a
coherent explanation of the observed optical signals. The above given trends were however also found for
the sample nanoparticles on glass, yet in the measurement range 430 – 610 nm since the resonance
wavelength lies at 450 nm here. The cases (i) – (iii) may be partially identified although the resonance is
very close to the lower end of the wavelength range. Multiple transitions still occurring above resonance
are related to a range of resonance positions reaching into higher wavelengths. Also for the sample
nanoparticles on In2O3:Mo/glass still changes in optical contrast are observed in the range of 430 – 610
nm. In this case resonances of smaller particles as well as higher order modes contribute. (No image series
shown.) Strong changes in the SNOM contrast with varying the excitation wavelength across the
resonances was studied by [17] on colloidal clusters and similar changes from hot to cold spots found.
In several optical pictures the broad combined scattering distribution from the nanoparticle assemblies is
visible together with resolution of transmission on the size of individual particle features. By performing
constant height measurements it was ruled out that these particle features are a result of cross talk between
topography and optical signal. Figure 6 shows a series of optical pictures recorded without any pushing
force on the cantilever and a simultaneous topography of zero (resulting unicolor topography pictures not
shown). The measured variations of scattering intensity are fully reproducible when returning to the initial
wavelength after a sweep again. The optical pictures clearly show particle structures. Yet, the pictures also
clearly show that there is never just the interaction between the light and one nanoparticle, but the
nanoparticles experience strong interactions in their scattering properties resulting in a “collective effect”
of particle scattering.

Figure 6. Optical signal measured for a sample of Ag nanoparticles on 100 nm In2O3:Mo/glass for various
wavelengths from 610 to 700 nm. The tip was kept at constant height without pushing force.

A collective scattering effect is to be expected considering the high density of the nanoparticles and their
large scattering cross sections. The emerging collective behavior was e.g. also investigated by Huang et al.
who gradually reduced the particle distance and observed a much more blurred optical response [11] or by
Maier et al. who investigated coupling in linear particle chains [18]. Next we will make the attempt to
understand collective behavior better using numerical simulations related to our structures.

4. FDTD simulations
We study theoretically the scattering behavior of nanoparticle assemblies using finite-difference time
domain (FDTD) simulations with the program Lumerical. As a simple reference example we firstly
investigate regular nanoparticle arrays including small distortions to find out about their impact. Ag
nanostructures on In2O3:Mo/glass were modeled based on the Ag dielectric data according to Palik [19]
and values for In2O3:Mo derived from transmission and reflection measurements. The structures were in
the simple case illuminated with a plane wave source and the electric field was monitored on top of the
nanoparticles, since this is the focal plane of the recording transmission objective. It has to be added that
in our case the substrate (i.e. In2O3:Mo/glass) has the higher refractive index (than air) so that most of the
scattered light is directed to transmission. In the pictures, both s- and p-polarization were taken into
account and averaged. In following steps further realistic details of the SNOM measurements on random
structures need to be considered. These are the illumination through an aperture tip, the far-field recording
through a microscope objective with aperture < 1 and the specific random nanoparticle distribution. We
will discuss these points in order to highlight the various factors of influence to be taken into account
when attempting to precisely simulate the experimental setup.

Figure 7. Array of 125 nm diameter, 225 nm pitch Ag hemispheres on In2O3:Mo/glass with a distortion of regularity
and a) increased, b) decreased particle size in the upper left of the picture. FDTD calculations of the electric field
distribution in a plane 60 nm above the substrate surface are shown for the three different wavelengths 550, 700 and
850 nm. The z-scale is in V2/m2.

Initially, a regular particle array featuring small distortions was simulated. The regular array consists of
Ag hemispheres with a diameter of 125 nm and a pitch of 225 nm. Within the simulated regular array
small distortions were introduced in order to investigate the influence of different particle sizes and
deviations from the regular arrangement. One particle was slightly shifted from its regular position and
this particle as well as the two it was approaching were either increased (“distortion big”) or decreased
(“distortion small”) for 30 nm in radius, see Figure 7a) and b), respectively. Hemispheres were chosen in
this basic arrangement since the higher contact area to the substrate shifts the resonance position to a
wavelength better comparable to the one of elliptical particles, although in this specific case of array the
resonance wavelength is with approx. 700 nm a little higher than in our experimental data (630 nm). The
resonance is derived from Figure 8 where transmission, reflection and absorption of the nanoparticles are
plotted. At the resonance wavelength the absorption and the reflection are maximum whereas the
transmission experiences a minimum. This occurs at 700 nm and much less pronounced at 375 nm. At the
main resonance the absorption of the array with distortions by big particles is comparable to the array with
distortions by small particles. The reflection however is higher when considering distortions by big

particles resulting in a smaller transmission. This observation of reduced transmission thus is a result of
higher coverage by the nanoparticles and related scattering not of higher absorption (the absorption to
scattering ratio is still bigger for the small particles).

Figure 8. Transmission, reflection and absorption extracted from FDTD simulations of an array of 125 nm diameter,
225 nm pitch Ag hemispheres on In2O3:Mo/glass with a distortion of regularity and increased (“distortion big”) or
decreased (“distortion small”) particle size (see also Fig. 7).

The electrical field distributions on top of the nanoparticles are shown in Figure 7 for the resonance
wavelength of 700 nm flanked by 550 nm and 850 nm. For the regular sized particles the area in between
them appears darkest around the resonance which reflects the minimum transmission. At wavelengths
below and above the resonance where the transmission increases they become brighter. Therefore the
electric field distributions can be considered as representatives for the observed transmission images as
they are recorded in the SNOM experiments. Considering now in particular the distortions we see that
especially the area in between these particles of different sizes undergoes the most distinct changes.
Around the distortion by big particles (Figure 7a)), the dark appearance at 700 nm is even more
pronounced. This extends up to approx. 800 nm (without picture) resulting from a redshift of the
resonance for the bigger particles. At 550 and 850 nm – off resonance – however, strong electric fields
emerge between the particles. For the case of the distortion by small particles (Figure 7b)), the transition
of dark to bright occurs as well but is blue-shifted due to an expected lower resonance wavelength of these
small particles. Compared to the surrounding the area around the small particles becomes brighter from
550 nm to 700 nm and still at 850 nm. Taking into account that a random assembly of nanoparticles
includes both, smaller and bigger particles, it becomes comprehensible, that a picture recorded for this
situation will include multiple aspects of theoretically ideal structures together with various resonance
frequencies and is therefore much more challenging in interpretation. But what we can learn is that with
deviations from regular arrangement and variations in particles size, strong fields between the particles
may emerge and become dominant. This finding is in agreement with literature where also strong
localizations of electric fields were observed between closely spaced nanoparticles [10], [12], [20].
The simple reference example gave us first ideas about electric field distributions in irregular nanoparticle
arrays. In order to describe the realistic situation of measuring random nanoparticles assemblies with a
SNOM several further factors need to be considered: in this case the illumination takes place through an
aperture tip which is scanning across the sample. Furthermore, the measurement of the far-field
transmission through a microscope objective needs to be taken into account by restricting the simulated
transmission intensity with the numerical aperture of the objective. Finally, of course also the realistic
topoplogy has to be considered, which may be achieved by importing the measured AFM data into the

simulation. In the following we will discuss these various points and give implications for a detailed
simulation of realistic nanoparticle assemblies.
An exemplary simulation for a (100nm)Al/SiO2 SNOM tip (opening 200 nm) over a Ag nanoparticle array
(regular area from Figure 7) on 100 nm In2O3:Mo/glass is shown in Figure 9. The resonance wavelength
of 700 nm was chosen and the horizontal monitor put at half height of the particles, i.e. 35 nm from the
In2O3:Mo interface, to better see the ring-like appearance around the nanoparticles. Comparing the
position of the tip directly on top of a nanoparticle (Figure 9a)) to a position in the middle between four
particles (Figure 9b)) we see that the general occurrence is very similar, but asymmetries appear that are
related to the presence of the tip. Considering the four different positions a tip could have around one
nanoparticle - always being in the center of four particles - and notionally averaging over these four
pictures, we would return to a field distribution similar to the one where the tip is on top of the particle.
This shows us the difference of assuming a plane wave versus a tip source – namely the stronger
asymmetric appearance of the shapes, yet no profound change in the overall electric field distribution. The
additional asymmetries in the measurements will indeed be better described by considering the tip.
Furthermore, the far-field projections into a microscope objective with NA=0.6 are shown in Fig. 9c) and
d) for the respective cases a) and b). It is furthermore interesting to note that the maximum intensity
collected through this NA=0.6 aperture is approx. 10 times smaller than it would be through an NA=1
objective (pictures not shown).

Figure 9. FDTD simulation of a (100nm) Al/SiO2 SNOM tip over an array of 125 nm diameter, 225 nm pitch Ag
hemispheres on In2O3:Mo/glass with a) the tip directly on top of a particle and b) the tip in the middle between four
particles. The electric field was recorded for λ = 700 nm (e.g. at the resonance) at a horizontal monitor at 35 nm
above the In2O3:Mo surface. The z-scale is in V2/m2. c) and d) show the far field projections into an NA=0.6
objective for the respective cases of a) and b).

For finally simulating the realistic case of SNOM measurements on random nanoparticle assemblies, also
the realistic topology, in particular the specific arrangement of the nanoparticles in the experimental
configuration, would need to be considered, which may be feasible using the AFM-measured topography
in the simulation. This simulation structure closely representing the particular experimental setting, then
would need to be combined with a representation of the illumination tip as outlined before. For each
position of the tip for its scan across the sample a simulation and recording of the far-field projected into
the microscope objective would need to be taken. The execution, however, requires enormous
computation efforts and times and therefore cannot be presented here. A comprehensive theoretical
understanding of the working mechanisms of nanoparticle scattering therefore remains challenging. Yet,

scanning near-field optical microscopy experiments can provide important information about the local
distribution of electric fields which is important for evaluating possible absorption enhancement in solar
cells.
5. Impact
Our aim of investigating optical properties of dense random arrays of Ag nanoparticles on the nanoscale
was to find out about the local electric field distribution and the impact on the performance of a solar cell
with these nanostructures integrated. We deliberately choose these dense random structures since they are
widely considered to promote absorption enhancement in thin-film solar cells. In our investigations we
focus on Ag nanostructures on top of a thin TCO layer on glass. In this configuration the nanoparticles
may be integrated in the front or the back contact of a solar cell. For the case of back contact, we of course
would need to consider that the then adjacent absorber material with an even higher refractive index than
the TCO would lead to a red-shift of the resonance. Yet, since it is the higher n material, the scattered light
would be preferentially scattered towards it [1] and thus again show its impact in the absorber layer.
When the nanostructures were integrated in the front contact, the resonance remains unchanged and the
scattered light will be directed towards the absorber in the transmission direction which corresponds to the
situation represented in our experiments. Assuming a directly adjacent absorber layer we then can
investigate the influence of the observed local electric field distributions on the absorption and resulting
performance of the solar cell. As shown in [21], the near field enhancement contributes to additional
absorption that can be measured in the solar cell characteristics.
In order to quantify the impact of locally enhanced electric fields on the solar cell performance we
calculate the expected optical generation rate as follows: The measured optical signals shown in Figure 5
were firstly normalized. They were then weighted with the independently measured transmission value as
depicted in Figure 4 and finally folded with the AM1.5G solar spectrum for each portion of the solar
spectrum. This gives us the local light intensity which may contribute to photocurrent generation (of
course still the band gap of the absorber needs to be considered for estimations of maximum local short
circuit current density of the solar cell). The result is shown in Figure 10 and the features marked in Figure
5 are repeated to show the influence of the different particle arrangements. The strong variations in the
intensity profile of Figure 10 reveal that the highly non-uniformity of the electric field distribution
translates to the expected optical generation rate. Thinking about the resulting performance of a solar cell,
these non-uniformities can have a negative influence on the overall device performance [22]. For a device
without local scatterers a homogeneous light distribution and thus optical generation rate would be
expected which is beneficial for a uniform current generation but which cannot make profit of enhanced
fields. This is a trade-off for which to solve detailed investigation of the electric field distributions around
nanoparticle assemblies in high local resolution are of great importance. They can help to estimate the
impact on possible photocurrent enhancement in combination with solar cells. Near-field optical
microscopy which reveals these local electric fields thus constitutes a useful approach to optimize the
nanostructures for efficient absorption enhancement.

Figure 10. Expected optical generation rate for a solar cell with integrated random assemblies of nanoparticles. The
measured optical data as shown in Fig. 5 were weighted by the AM1.5G spectrum as well as by the measured
transmission through the sample for the different wavelength intervals given.

6. Conclusions
In this paper we investigated the optical properties of random silver nanoparticle assemblies with a
resolution in the range of 100 nm. The SNOM pictures show that despite individual particle features can
be identified the particles appear to exhibit a collective scattering behavior. This has a significant impact
on the local generation rates of a solar cell including random arrangements of nanoparticles. FDTD
simulations of particle arrays with distortions proof that variations in particle size and distance lead to
strong variations of electric fields in the vicinity of the particles. A comprehensive simulation of near-field
optical measurements on random nanoparticle would need to consider the (e.g. AFM-)measured topology,
the illumination through an aperture tip and the projection into a microscope objective and thus require
enormous computing power. Yet, we showed that with our initial approach we are able to provide first
insight to the scattering behavior and identified the impact of further parameters like tip and collection
objective aperture. The consideration of local scattering properties of nanoparticles for the integration in
thin film solar cells is expected to be highly advisory to optimize geometries.
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